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Hemmerle Bangle in ebony, 
iron, silver and white gold 
set with diamonds. POA.

www.hemmerle.com





There is a sense of reaching towards some-
thing new or is it déjà vu? In any case, the 
resurgence of jewellery made with metals 
other than gold could certainly be labelled 
as a back-to-the-future phenomenon. Some 
forward-thinking private jewellers, famous 
for their high jewellery credentials, have in-
deed been toying with unconventional alloys 
or common metals that have an industrial 
or domestic application (aluminium, steel, 
copper or iron, etc). In what could be seen 
as a bold move that reconciles low and high-
brow materials, these practitioners keep ex-
ploring the physical potential of those met-
als in order to broaden their creative scope. 

“Different philosophies and approaches to 
making jewellery can affect the choice of 
metals used. For many jewellers today, luxury 
does not mean the largest diamond or gold 
or platinum; true luxury lies in the craftsman-
ship, the design, the artistic sensibility. It di-
rects itself more to aesthetics and less to the 
value inherent in a metal”, Mahnaz Ispahani 
Bartos founder of Mahnaz Collection adds.

Ring with one 3.10-carat emerald-cut diamond 
set on Lucite or acrylic glass (nothing else is 
involved in this extraordinary creation, where the 
diamond and synthetic material just seamlessly 
merge together) by Theodoros Savopoulos

www.instagram.com/theodoros_jeweler 
“Challenging the borders of creativity 
has been my aim and I have come to 

realise that new design is not necessarily 
limited to new forms, but it can also be 

achieved with new materials”, 
Theodoros Savopoulos notes



It must be said that this trend concerns only indepen-
dent jewellers, for they have a freedom that estab-
lished high jewellery behemoths often lack. Moreover 
these private jewellers have discerning clienteles, 
who often appreciate creations that are off the beat-
en track.  

“Our clients aren’t just jewellery collectors – they’re im-
pressionist or contemporary art collectors who want 
to invest in something exceptional”, Patti Wong of 
Sotheby’s Diamonds says. “They want the diamonds to 
be as close to perfection as possible and “framed” by 
a contemporary and yet timeless design. They love our 
use of different materials and our approach to design.” 

In other words, the use of metals other than gold is 
nothing new, and it can be traced back to Ancient 
Egypt (5550 BC – 30 BC) with silver, bronze, tin and 
iron often used for weaponry, vessels, statues, amu-
lets, thrones and of course jewellery. They even rou-
tinely used a naturally occurring alloy known as elec-
trum (a combination of gold and silver with a small 
amount of copper). That said, gold was already the 
most coveted ore and allocated to the most presti-
gious applications; and this has not changed to this 
day, throughout different cultures and centuries of 
jewellery transformations.

Caption - Chandelier Pendant Earrings in steel 
and 18K rose and white gold set with a cascade 
of D colour, Internally Flawless diamonds; each 
earring centres three pear-shaped diamonds and 
two round brilliant-cut diamonds, totalling 14.50 
carats. POA.

www.sothebysdiamonds.com

 





Interestingly, there was a time when craftsmanship outweighed pre-
ciousness as seen in the success of cut-steel and Berlin Iron creations 
from the 19th century, illustrated here in the Berlin Ironwork suite by 
Geiss, Germany, ca. 1830. It can be found at A La Vieille Russie (the ex-
pert NYC-based retailer of European and American antique jewellery 
and antique Russian decorative art) and the team explains “during the 
Prussian Wars of Liberation (1813–15), women famously supported the 
war effort by sacrificing their precious jewels for delicate and ornate 
ironwork pieces in order to help finance the war against Napoleon”. 
This is a case of the ends justifying the means but what impresses is 
how the intricate lace-like designs work well in all its black cast-iron 
drama.

19th century Berlin Ironwork 
suite by Geiss, Germany, ca. 
1830. POA and available at A 
La Vieille Russie, 745 Fifth 
Avenue (at 58th Street), 4th 
floor, New York, NY 10151, USA. 

www.alvr.com



More recently, during the past 50 years or so, the 
pursuit of metalsmithing has mostly been a thing 
for sculptor-cum-artist jewellers. “Much earlier, 
in the early 1960s, advocates of artist-made and 
designer jewellery, such as Graham Hughes, who 
was Art Director of the Goldsmiths Company in 
London, argued that inexpensive materials (i.e. 
materials other than gold or platinum) did not 
mean that the jewel created with them was any less 
beautiful or less artistically significant. This topic 
is the subject of our upcoming (April/May) New 
York exhibition “London Originals: The Jeweller’s 
Art in Radical Times” which traces the evolution of 
ideas about design, craftsmanship, and the value 
of materials in jewellery”, Mahnaz Ispahani Bartos 
founder of Mahnaz Collection shares.

In the case of iron and steel, beyond their intrin-
sic properties – the former is strong and easy 
to shape when heated properly; the latter dura-
ble and light weight – artists and jewellers ex-
cel at exposing their inherent beauty, not some-
thing these metals were usually sought for. The 
following neckpiece by French jeweller Thierry 
Vendome is a signature of his style; rough (rust-
ed iron) meets delicacy (pearls) as if the latter 
were growing out of the metal sheet. The gold is 
there just as an accent, a link or a scrap.

A pearl, iron, and 18K gold 
necklace, by Thierry Vendome. 
POA and available at 
www.mahnazcollection.com  



Likewise in these cuffs by Angela Cummings 
for Tiffany & Co., the black iron lacquer works 
hand-in-hand with the inlaid 24K gold. 

A black iron lacquer and inlaid 
24K gold-checkered cuff, by 
Angela Cummings for Tiffany & 
Co., c. 1980. POA and available at 
www.mahnazcollection.com   

A black iron and gold damascene cuff 
designed as a fluid curling cuff-shaped 
bangle, composed of iron overlaid with 
high carat gold, circa 1984, designed 
by Angela Cummings for Tiffany & Co. 
Image and information courtesy of 
www.symbolicchase.com





Highly stylish pieces of vintage steelwork can also be 
found at Mahnaz Collection. They perfectly exemplify 
how the lowbrow steel endows elegant brutalism while 
framing,  almost shielding, the diamond and yellow gold 
central disk. In this suite by Gio Caroli, steel turns out to 
be a protective halo, a ring-shaped mass that enhanc-
es the precious core.

An 18K gold, diamond and 
patinated steel ring, by Gio 
Caroli. POA and available at 
www.mahnazcollection.com   



Mahnaz Ispahani Bartos founder of Mahnaz Collection 
observes “Gio Caroli was an innovator in jewellery in 
Italy in the 1970s, during a period where yellow gold 
was almost universally used in fine jewellery. He was 
interested in making modern work that would express 
a new sensibility, so he juxtaposed gold with steel cre-
ating a bold effect, marrying the heat of gold with the 
coolness of steel”. 

A pair of diamond, blackened 
steel and 18K gold earrings, by 
Gio Caroli. POA and available 
at www.mahnazcollection.com A diamond, blackened steel, 

and 18K gold pendant, by Gio 
Caroli. POA and available at 
www.mahnazcollection.com



When it comes to contemporary private jewellers, ex-
pect some jaw dropping renditions, since they have 
no qualms about pairing highly prized gemstones with 
domestic metals or rare components. Furthermore, it 
is the modern applications and potential of these met-
als that they tap into, how they can enhance the de-
sign and comfort of the jewel and how they can of-
fer a groundbreaking alternative. Sotheby’s Diamonds’ 
Steel Collection (under the helm of James Taffin de 
Givenchy, Creative Director of Sotheby’s Diamonds at 
the time) is a paragon of expertise in that respect. 

“Sotheby’s Diamonds’ Steel Collection is where steel 
meets the king of gems. The process involves steel al-
loys from the early 20th century being hand-selected 
for their chemical composition so that when heated, the 
metal turns a spectacular lustrous hue. The process re-
quires not only consummate skill but sensitivity and in-
stinct: even a single degree too low or too high can dra-
matically alter the final colour”, Sotheby’s Diamonds 
shares.

Round Brilliant-Cut Steel Earrings, 
or a contemporary vision of the 
diamond ear-stud. In platinum and 
18K rose gold, set with the purity 
of two perfect round brilliant-cut 
diamonds (12.79 carats and both H 
colour, VVS1 & VS2 clarity), rimmed 
with a fine line of pavé diamonds 
and edged in steel. Set in platinum 
and 18k rose gold. POA. 
www.sothebysdiamonds.com

Marquise-Cut Steel Ring in steel, 
platinum and 18K rose gold with 
one 5.15-carat D colour, Internally 
Flawless marquise-cut diamond 
set onto a powerful blackened 
steel band dotted with pavé-set 
diamonds, brings an edge to an 
enduring classic. POA. 
www.sothebysdiamonds.com



“Due to the alloy’s variable compositions, no two 
effects are ever identical, creating a truly unique 
finished shade ranging from deep blue and green 
to violet and purple. Infused with the very same 
industrial and futuristic qualities associated with 
the metal in which they are set, today’s steel jew-
els are the latest incarnation of a rich historical 
legacy”, Sotheby’s Diamonds points out.

Chandelier Drop Earrings – a very 
modern take on chandelier earrings – 
in platinum and 18K rose gold featuring 
two superb D colour, internally flawless, 
Type IIa, pear-shaped diamonds 
(21.07 carats) and additional pavé-set 
diamonds. The modernity comes from 
the tailored steel settings contrasting 
with the feminine fluidity of the drop-
shaped diamonds. POA. 
www.sothebysdiamonds.com

Emerald-Cut Steel Ring in steel, 
platinum and 18K rose gold set with 
a 5.18-carat, G colour, VS1 clarity, 
emerald-cut diamond set against 
dark and lustrous metal produces an 
audaciously modern yet classic ring. 
POA. www.sothebysdiamonds.com





In mentioning earlier how some private high jew-
ellers venture into uncharted territories by using 
rare components, I had Glenn Spiro in mind. The 
London-based maestro knows a thing or two when 
it comes to creating jewels that are not only beau-
tiful, but which push the boundaries of being a high 
jeweller. Investigating the backstory of Spiro’s cre-
ations is thus a necessity. Only he would have the 
bold insight to set exceptional diamonds – the Type 
IIa type – on a yarn rope. Yes! A rope… Here are a 
few other creations that exemplify this approach. 
Titanium is mixed with rock crystal and sodalite 
(a rare pure mineral), or natural horn…. “There is a 
magic to marrying an industrial metal like titanium 
with the most exquisite gems available from moth-
er earth. That said, we have been working for years 
with titanium, creating beautifully colour treated, ex-
tremely minimal metal work that perfectly comple-
ments the hues of the stones and is featherweight 
for the wearer, and it is true that this work has been 
central to the house signature”, the team adds.

One pair of Chandelier 
Earrings in titanium set 
with 2 sodalite drops 
(10.20cts and 10.69cts), 6 
blue sapphire baguettes 
(4.33cts), 2 round blue 
sapphires (3.02cts), 8 rock 
crystals (33.33cts) and 210 
round diamonds (2.14cts). 
POA. www.glennspiro.com



“We have always taken an unconventional approach to jewellery 
design, preferring to create one-off show-stopping pieces, rath-
er than more commercial collections, and using unusual materials 
and metals is an extension of this. Our pursuit of the unique has led 
us to work with materials such as bronze, titanium, horn, ceramic 
and glass, and the resulting designs we’ve been able to achieve are 
magnificent”, the G by Glenn Spiro team says.

One Pair of Cream Coloured Horn 
Cuffs composed of one bangle in 
titanium set with 17 cream coloured 
horns (195.56cts), round light brown 
diamonds (6.52cts), and 1,405 
brilliant-cut diamonds (10.24cts); 
and one bangle in titanium set with 
17 cream coloured horns (193.51cts), 
round light brown diamonds 
(7.54cts) and 1,405 brilliant-cut 
diamonds (10.24cts). POA. 
www.glennspiro.com

One ring in bronze and 18K red gold 
set with one 10.01-carat marquise 
D IF type IIA (GIA) diamond and 
92 brilliant-cut diamonds (0.24ct). 
POA. www.glennspiro.com



As seen in the previous spread, bronze is also a very interesting alloy 
compared to other materials since it offers corrosion resistance, the 
ability to withstand high temperatures, and good weldability. It will 
also change colour over time due to its copper content, and for some 
designers, this is the precise reason why it fits some of their heirloom 
designs. A jewel whose patina will gradually change is a jewel that 
will intimately accompany the wearer through the passing of time. 
This has not been lost on French private jeweller, Walid Akkad whose 
bronze cuff with yellow gold round inclusions has a deceptive beau-
ty: the chosen patina for the bronze looks like noble wood. As always 
with his work, minimalism with soul is at play.

Cuff in bronze with 
18K yellow gold 
pastilles. POA. 
www.walidakkad.com



None better than Hemmerle, the German private jeweller celebrating 
its 125th anniversary this year, has pioneered the prevalence of aes-
thetics over the value inherent in a metal. More than any other high 
jeweller, the fourth-generation-run house has indeed championed the 
use of anodized aluminium – celebrated in the defining [AL] PROJECT 
in 2016 – brass, bronze, copper, iron and silver with or without gold 
and to great effect. Stefan Hemmerle himself tells the story of how the 
nineteenth century German Berlin iron movement, influenced by a cli-
ent who did not like flashy jewellery, transformed his whole approach 
to design and led him to make a ring setting of a valuable diamond in 
textured iron. 

A few of the designs created for the anniversary – and unveiled at 
Tefaf Maastricht in March – follow this approach, and cement further 
the “normalcy” of finding these metals in high jewellery.

Hemmerle Pegasus Earrings 
in aluminium and 18K white 
gold set with diamonds. 
Sold. www.hemmerle.com





“Materials are our starting point and drive our creativity. We treasure 
hunt for stones or objects and then design around them. The sophisti-
cation of colour is integral to our aesthetic and sometimes classical ma-
terials are not enough for us to bring out all the different hues of a stone 
and utilise its full natural potential”, Christian Hemmerle explains. 

“We therefore experiment with unconventional metals and woods to 
create the perfect setting. We have a determination to continually ex-
plore new ways to captivate our imagination and challenge our minds 
both aesthetically and technically. We study, research and sample a new 
material for as long as necessary to achieve a desired texture or colour.”

Hemmerle Diamond Ring, 
centering one 18.80-carat VS2 
cushion-cut brown diamond 
(GIA certified), mounted 
in white gold and copper, 
signed Hemmerle. POA and 
available at FD Gallery NYC. 
www.fd-gallery.com

Hemmerle Earrings 
in copper and 18K 
white gold set with 
sapphires, spessartite 
garnets. POA. 
www.hemmerle.com



“These metals offer different colour variations that are able 
to uniquely enhance the natural beauty of stones and other 
materials. We are constantly using new materials and in the 
last few years have increasingly used aluminium for its natural 
strength and lightness in weight”, says Christian Hemmerle. 

“Its malleability enabled us to focus on innovation and cre-
ate works which are delicate in design yet highly durable, 
whilst remaining true to our dedication to craftsmanship. 
Through a process of anodising, we have been able to cre-
ate aluminium in a variety of hues that complement the nat-
ural colours of different gemstones.”

Hemmerle Earrings in 
aluminium and 18K white 
gold set with tsavorites. 
POA. www.hemmerle.com

Hemmerle Diamond Ring, centering 
one 7.84-carat K/L/M colour range, 
VVS clarity, cushion-cut diamond, 
mounted in a brushed aluminum finish 
and 18K white gold, signed Hemmerle, 
circa 2010. POA and available at FD 
Gallery NYC. www.fd-gallery.com 



One of the great high jewellers, a reference in the Close-knit 
world of wearable art, was one of the first to use aluminium. 
This certainly helps when a great master such as Joel Arthur 
Rosenthal, a.k.a. JAR, runs the show. When you think that tita-
nium was once a difficult material to sell to collectors, imagine 
how ground-breaking opting for a lightweight industrial met-
al like aluminium would have been. So when JAR created piec-
es in aluminium, such as these fan-shaped earrings, it can have 
only helped pave the way for other private jewellers to follow 
suit and show that being experimentally brave pays off.

A pair of aluminium, gold and 
diamond fan earrings by JAR. 
Image and information courtesy 
of www.symbolicchase.com



Aluminium goes hand-in-hand with titanium in the sense that jewellers, who are 
used to working with the latter, often adopt the former. This is the experience of 
Suzanne Syz who switches from one to the other depending on the final finishing 
and effect she desires in a piece. “Aluminium and titanium are more or less similar 
in terms of weight (very light) but titanium is much harder than aluminium which is 
great for rings and bracelets. I love the different colours we can get with the titani-
um but what really pushed me to work with aluminium is the large range of colours 
that it can be”, she shares.

“From bright red to black or white. Blues, greens, yellows... and in different finish-
es: shiny or matt... The spectrum is much larger than titanium. So depending on the 
piece I am designing, I would choose one or the other.”

Pop Series Earrings in 
aluminium and 18K pink gold, 
each set with 61 diamonds 
(1.63cts). POA. 
www.suzannesyz.ch



And when asked what prompted her to 
explore material other than gold, Syz re-
plies: “For centuries gold, silver and a few 
other metals were used to create jewel-
lery. We are now lucky to have a bigger 
variety of metals that can be used. To cre-
ate pieces redolent of our time, we need 
to explore new material and techniques. I 
love the idea that bringing new metals or 
techniques into my creations make them 
true pieces of the 21st century, not only in 
their design but also in the way they are 
made.”

Hakuna Matata (number 
790) Earrings in titanium 
and 18K pink gold set with 
106 diamonds (1.98cts). POA. 
www.suzannesyz.ch

Hakuna Matata (number 796) 
Earrings in aluminium and 18K 
pink gold set with 1.11 carats 
of diamonds. POA. 
www.suzannesyz.ch

Edison’s Enlightenment 
(number 756) Earrings 
in aluminium and 18K 
white gold set with 128 
diamonds (1.42cts). POA. 
www.suzannesyz.ch





Usually found in helicopters, aerospace vehicles, sporting goods and mil-
itary equipment, carbon fibre is incredibly strong and seems destined ex-
clusively for industrial projects. So how on earth has it found its way into 
one high jeweller’s repertoire? “Carbon fibre is very resistant, it allows vol-
umes which are light, to create very thin inserts and inlays in gold and pavé 
set stones”, says Fabio Salini, the Italian grandmaster, who introduced the 
polymer in his work early on. 

“Its dark but silky texture perfectly combines with transparent and colourful 
gems, enhancing their beauty... It is the perfect synthesis of my philosophy, 
which is to combine tradition and innovation.”

Fibbia Cuff in carbon fibre 
set with diamonds. POA. 
www.fabiosalini.it



The choice of carbon fibre almost seems political as Salini 
explains that it comes from the desire to revolutionise 
the language of jewellery. By replacing gold – whose at-
tributes are clarity, brilliancy, weight, obviousness – with 
a new material that has the opposite features - black, 
light, matt, technological, inexpensive, unusual, it helps 
depose gold from its main position in jewellery. “In fact, 
in these innovative creations, gold has lost its structural 
function (replaced by carbon fibre) and ends up with a 
purely decorative use”, Salini stresses.

A Coral and Diamond Ring by 
Fabio Salini, in carbon fibre 
and gold, centering a coral 
button with diamond details 
weighing 1.72 carats. POA and 
available at FD Gallery NYC 
www.fd-gallery.com 



Despite its more “romantic” appeal, ceramic 
is also a tough material with extreme hard-
ness. It seems to be used in fine and high 
jewellery today, with or without gold, to add 
a layer of saturated colour, so much so that 
it could sometimes pass for enamel, or even 
stones (in black, it evokes onyx or black jade). 
In that respect, it comes close to painting, as 
designers are able to add chromatic touch-
es with surgical precision. James Taffin de 
Givenchy has been one of the first design-
ers to adopt coloured ceramic as coating on 

gold. For him, it is a question of modernity, a 
wish to achieve unfussy, beautiful creations 
that resonate with today’s lifestyle. Arcot 
Finance, the “bespoke business that provides 
exceptional quality and service”, understands 
very well that there is a desire for high jewel-
lery to be more suitable for everyday. By pair-
ing with renowned private jewellers to design 
one-of-a-kind renditions around exceptional 
gemstones that Arcot Finance sources and 
owns, the company is a modern day patron 
and matchmaker. 

Ring with a 17.81-carat 
cushion-cut Colombian 
emerald mounted in an 
18K yellow gold, platinum 
and grey ceramic setting 
designed by TAFFIN. POA. 
www.arcotfinance.com

Photography by Leo Bieber, 
www.leobieber.co.uk



As seen in the previous spread, the contribution of James Taffin de Givenchy 
in the introduction of unconventional materials in high jewellery is paramount, 
if not decisive. From the start, a proponent of experimenting with rare and 
unexpected materials (e.g. petrified wood, antique Chinese ivory ornaments, 
Venetian glass beads), it is his love for ceramic that turned out to be the most 
defining breakthrough for the industry at large. He is indeed the first jeweller 
to have envisaged ceramic as a jewellery component, and at a time when the 
medium was only applied to watches. TAFFIN, James de Givenchy’s high jew-
ellery house, is where these imaginative creations can be found.

“I have a curious personality and I’ve 
enjoyed seeking out challenges in terms 

of materials since I started my company. I 
introduced the steel collection for Sotheby’s 

diamonds and I enjoyed working with 
aluminium and copper”

James Taffin de Givenchy says.

Necklace in 18K rose gold 
and green ceramic set with 
one 22.85-carat moval-
cut diamond; James de 
Givenchy for Taffin. POA. 
www.taffin.com



“When I discovered the hybrid ceramic which was only used by watch man-
ufacturers, I saw the potential to use colour as a way to make jewellery more 
dynamic and playful, stripping away its formality. When I began working with 
it in 2006, it wasn’t being used in this medium at all but I found it to be in-
credibly practical in allowing me to make colourful mountings for diamonds 
and coloured gems alike”, the revered high jeweller explains.

Ring in 18K rose gold, platinum 
and purple ceramic set with one 
3.11-carat brown diamond, and 4.92 
carats of heart-shaped diamonds; 
James de Givenchy for Taffin. POA. 
www.taffin.com



Ceramic is probably the least ‘unconventional’ material in 
this review and it is why it has been readily adopted by 
most of the established luxury houses. It is now part of 
the luxury codes of these brands, especially CHANEL who 
has mostly embraced ceramic in black (a perfect fit for 
the camellia emblem). At the recent Basel World show, 
Chanel Code Coco Watch made its debut with a steel and 
black ceramic case, a new version that oozes sensuality. 
DE BEERS have also made wonders with the material in 
particular in their iconic Enchanted Lotus Collection. Just 
imagine how smooth the ring must feel on the skin.

Camélia Galbé Ring 
in 18K white gold set 
with one brilliant-cut 
diamond and black 
ceramic. CHANEL 
Fine Jewelry. POA. 
www.chanel.com

The Daylight Lotus Ring in white ceramic 
and 18K rose gold echoes the energy and 
warmth of the Sunrise; the bold contrast 
of ceramic colour and texture honours the 
diamonds’ brilliance and creates a graphic 
interpretation of the feminine Enchanted 
Lotus motif; Enchanted Lotus Ceramic 
Band Daylight. POA and available from 
www.debeers.co.uk

Chanel Code Coco Watch with steel 
and black ceramic case, steel bezel, 
black lacquered dials, one set with 
one princess-cut diamond, steel 
and black ceramic bracelet, high 
precision quartz movement, water 
resistance: 30 meters. CHANEL 
Watches, CODE COCO collection. 
POA. www.chanel.com



The unsurpassed gloss effect that can be obtained with ce-
ramic is what these designers are looking for. When rendered 
with pretty colours ceramic is delectable. Opt for strong hues 
(black, hot red), and it turns sexy.  Among ravishing creations 
with ceramic is POMELLATO’s Capri Collection, an invitation 
to sea, sun and dolce vita! Here ceramic pebbles are like candy. 

As for dramatic renditions comes the Serpenti Spiga Ceramic 
Watch line by BVLGARI, and especially a new version that will 
spin your head. In this new creation, the black ceramic brace-
let wraps around the forearm five times (it is twice for the sim-
pler version). You won’t need to wear anything else.

Capri Necklace by 
Pomellato, in 18K rose 
gold and turquoise 
ceramic with amethysts; 
Capri Collection. POA. 
www.pomellato.com

Capri Rings by Pomellato, 
18K rose gold and black 
ceramic with blue sapphires; 
18K rose gold and pink 
ceramic with rubies; 18K 
rose gold and white ceramic 
with tsavorites: 18K rose 
gold and turquoise ceramic 
with amethysts. Capri 
Collection. POA. 
www.pomellato.com

Serpenti Spiga Ceramic Watch with a 
five tour black ceramic bracelet with 18K 
rose gold inserts set with brilliant-cut 
diamonds; black ceramic case topped by 
18K rose gold bezel set with brilliant-cut 
diamonds; 18K rose gold crown set with 
cabochon-cut rubellite, polished black-
lacquered dial; Bvlgari-personalised high-
precision quartz movement; Serpenti 
Spiga Ceramic Collection. POA. 
www.bulgari.com



A bolder use of ceramic comes courtesy of jeweller Etho Maria. 
Inspired by the intense emotional power of the colour red, they 
have married pear-, marquise-, oval-, and round-cut diamonds 
with vivid red ceramic. “The newly launched Diamonds in Red 
Collection embodies a passion for life, love, and a distinct affin-
ity for fashion”, the team says. Each diamond looks like a heart 
irrigated by a vital flow.

Ring in 18K white gold 
and red ceramic set 
with 2 marquise-cut 
diamonds; Diamonds in 
Red Collection. POA. 
www.ethomaria.com

Ring in 18K white gold and 
red ceramic set with 3 oval-
cut diamonds; Diamonds in 
Red Collection. POA. 
www.ethomaria.com

Ring in 18K white gold and 
red ceramic set with 3 pear-
cut diamonds; Diamonds in 
Red Collection. POA. 
www.ethomaria.com
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Each month in this column, I will share my se-
cret jewellery discoveries with you; a selec-
tion of up to five jewellery pieces based on 
their craftsmanship and inspiring creativity. 
Only one-of-a-kind (or limited edition) jew-
els, chosen from all around the world, will 
make the cut. It is not about value (pieces 
could start from a few thousands up to mil-
lions), yet these pieces could be as much a 
good financial investment as an emotion-
al one. There will be no theme other than 
uniqueness in all aspects. It is exclusively on 
Deluxe Pad for you to peruse, appreciate and 
eventually make your own.

Olivier Dupon
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Five years after unveiling Ahton, a fiercely 
luxurious dragon sculpture, master jeweller 
Andreas Altmann has applied his creativity 
and expertise to watches infused with Haute 
Horlogerie. These are “Timepieces that ap-
peal not only for their style but also for 
their watchmaking mechanisms”, he says. 
As an extension of the GIBERG Swiss Noble 
Forge, the new GIBERG Haute Horlogerie 
brand includes exceptional and original 
watches that have just been unveiled at the 
Baselworld show. This Niura Timepiece is an 
elegant ode to femininity with a delicate, 
Russian-inspired name. The workshop has 
developed for it a specific manual winding 
mechanical movement named the GIBERG 
Flying Tourbillon “Trilevis 6118” Manufacture 
Calibre, fitted with streamlined red hour 
and minute hands. “The tourbillon dial at 6 
o’clock features ball bearings and is pow-
ered by two barrels mounted in a series at 2 
o’clock and 10 o’clock, providing the watch 
with a power reserve of 72 hours,” they ex-
plain, “The dial and caseback are made from 
glare-free sapphire, allowing the wearer to 
watch the mechanical ballet unfurl from any 
angle. The case measures 35mm in diame-
ter and is nestled in a majestic structure of 
47x97 mm”.

www.giberg.com

Niura Timepiece in 18K 
rose gold encrusted with 
2,156 diamonds (8.7cts), 
and 76 rubies (including 
a ruby cabochon crown 
that sits to the right), 
with another decorative 
crown positioned 
on the left for an 
exquisitely subtle and 
elegant symmetrical 
effect; mounted on a 
garnet-coloured lizard 
leather strap (other 
customisable colours will 
be made available upon 
ordering). POA.
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Niura Timepiece in 18K rose gold 
encrusted with 2,156 diamonds 
(8.7cts), and 76 rubies (including a 
ruby cabochon crown that sits to 
the right), with another decorative 
crown positioned on the left for 
an exquisitely subtle and elegant 
symmetrical effect; mounted on a 
garnet-coloured lizard leather strap 
(other customisable colours will be 
made available upon ordering). POA.





I believe that high and fine jewellery can be lyrical; 
there is a musicality in how designers position gem-
stones, pick colours and orchestrate techniques. This 
link is literal when it comes to French house LALIQUE 
as they regularly partner with the Paris Opéra to create 
collections that celebrate both worlds. The new fine 
jewellery collection, Swans, was inspired by the ballet 
Swan Lake and by the ‘swans on water’ motifs origi-
nally drawn by René Lalique for his jewellery pieces at 
the end of the 19th century. LALIQUE’s head designer 
has chosen a strong colour combination (burned red, 
black and white), that harks back with gusto to an Art 
Nouveau colour palette. The five pieces (large pen-
dant, small pendant, stud earrings, bangle and ring) 
come as limited editions. 

www.lalique.com
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Bracelet in 18K white gold paved with 66 diamonds 
(0.50ct), mother-of-pearl, and one 1.90-carat 

garnet centre stone; limited and numbered edition 
of 8 pieces; Swans Lalique / Opéra de Paris 

Collection. POA.

Large Pendant in 18K white gold paved with 
81 diamonds (0.49ct), 5 black diamonds 

(0.04ct), two onyx (1ct), enamel, mother-of-
pearl, pink gold, lacquer and two 1.85-carat 

garnet centre stones; limited and numbered 
edition of 8 pieces; Swans Lalique / Opéra 

de Paris Collection. POA.





Artful Indulgence is Satta Matturi’s second collection 
and it focuses solely on earrings (the designer be-
lieves earpieces above all allow women to express their 
personality and “convey the appropriate mood”). The 
12-piece capsule collection takes inspiration from “tra-
ditional batik fabric and lace, via tribal masks to flora 
and fauna”, she says. Matturi’s African heritage is here 
astutely implied with no concession to folklore, but 
rather with contemporary flair. The common denom-
inator is a shape that evokes foliage or fans, struc-
tures where hollow spaces abound to create light and 
grace. As with any of her creations, quality is also par-
amount with 18 carat gold and only VS quality rose-
cut diamonds. Noble gems complete the chromatic 
tableau: rubellites, emeralds, amethysts, Akoya and 
South Sea pearls.

www.sattamatturi.com
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Birds of Paradise 
Earrings in 18K 
white gold set with 
rubellites, emeralds 
and diamonds; 
Artful Indulgence 
Collection. POA.

Electric Seahorse 
Earrings in 18K 
white gold set 
with rubellites, 
diamonds and 
South Sea pearls;  
Artful Indulgence 
Collection. POA.

Rubellite Bouquet Earrings in 18K rose 
gold set with rubellite drops, diamonds, 

Akoya and South Sea pearls; 
Artful Indulgence Collection. POA.
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Peacock Necklace strung on Emerald 
beads (over 500cts), with the 
baroque pearl body of the peacock 
set amongst diamonds (0.3ct), 
sapphires (3.3cts), pink tourmaline 
(0.2ct), tsavorites (2.6cts), sapphire 
cabochons (2.8cts), emerald 
cabochon beads (4.3cts), and carved 
emerald leaf (0.8ct). POA.

If one piece could embody Fehmida 
Lakhany’s creative spirit, it would be this 
Peacock Necklace.  Exotic and ultra cou-
ture, it is difficult to pinpoint what impress-
es most in this rendition: the multi strands of 
emerald faceted beads, the baroque pearl 
that is the iridescent body of the bird or 
the peacock itself in all its regal splendour? 
Of course Lakhany also creates paired back 

jewels, but her eye for brocade-like designs 
is never far away. There is indeed Southeast 
Asian sartorial and chromatic touches in 
all her creations. This comes as no surprise 
since her roots are in Burma, and specif-
ically Rangoon, her mother’s birthplace. 
Fehmida Lakhany fine jewellery is as much 
about escapism as it is about shining in mod-
ern society.

www.fehmidalakhany.com





Sometimes the best results arise from collaborations. This fact has 
not been lost on TASAKI, who have championed such collaborative 
efforts for years now and specifically for their fine jewellery collec-
tions. By joining forces with emerging or established independent 
private jewellers, Tasaki has repeatedly instilled a breath of fresh air 
into the world of pearls. This year, they have partnered with none 
other than the French queen of semi precious coloured gems and 
paired down luxury, Marie-Hélène de Taillac, and the outcome is a 
joyous collection, TASAKI by MHT. Crystalline faceted gemstones in 
pumped-up pastels are paired with flamboyant white pearls, hence 
the name of this first collection, Flamboyant Pearls. This meeting of 
two worlds works wonders: the pieces are desirable, easy to wear 
and full of vivid energy.
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Lucky Clover Earrings in 18K 
yellow gold set with white South 
Sea pearls, amethysts, blue 
topazes, rose and green quartz 
(also comes with South Sea pearls 
and moonstones); TASAKI by MHT. 
POA.

www.tasaki-global.com
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Royal Pendant-Clip in 18K yellow 
gold set with a large cushion-cut 
green quartz (also comes with a 
rose quartz or a blue topaz); it 
connects with a pearl necklace 
(sold separately) that clasps at 
both ends and the pendant top is 
designed so it can be set in various 
positions, broadening the versatility 
of the pearl necklace; TASAKI by 
MHT. POA.

www.tasaki-global.com







CaptionSanlorenzo is the world’s number two ship-
yard of yachts over 24 metres. It is number 
one, however, in terms of the great care and 
personalization it dedicates to every single 
detail. These are qualities that make it a gen-
uine nautical boutique. Each design starts 
out as a blank slate that both Sanlorenzo 
and the client fill in together, so that every-
thing is made to measure, tailored to every 
desire.

Sanlorenzo SD 112, staircase for guests, 
painting by Turi Simeti.



The SL118 is the purest Sanlorenzo 
SL line, enhanced and strengthened 
by cutting-edge features. 





This year the company will celebrate its 60th birthday. 
The first weekend of May, La Spezia, location of one of 
Sanlorenzo’s shipyards, is expected to become awash with 
the company’s devoted clients who will join in the festivi-
ties. And theirs is a devotion that runs deep, evidenced by 
the fact that 80 per cent of the those who buy a Sanlorenzo 
yacht will later buy a second one.

Sanlorenzo Yacht - SD  126, 
dining area, painting by Ionda. 

Furniture designed by Fernando 
and Humberto Campana.



Dining and living area, 
paintings by Alighiero Boetti.





The brand has experienced quite a revolution. 
In the last decade, it has gone from having a 
turnover of €40 million to €320 million. The 
key to the company’s success has been the 
decision to offer a different kind of maritime 
experience. The stroke of genius is accred-
ited to the style director, Sergio Buttiglieri, 
who saw the importance of getting contem-
porary art and design back into yachting. He 
was able to count on the foresight of Massimo 

Perotti, president and CEO of the brand. 
“There was an immediate relationship of trust 
with Perotti - says Buttiglieri - and as we got 
to know each other, I developed the proposals 
for new potential designers who could trans-
form the image of our yachts. I knew I had a 
great responsibility: if my proposals were not 
right, contracts worth millions of euros could 
be flushed down the tube. So, the choice of 
a famous designer to introduce into yachting 

Table designed by Roberto Lazzeroni for 
Baxter. Bull Chair by Mario Bellini.



Sanlorenzo Yacht SD 126,  
sculpture by Lorenzo Acquaviva 
(courtesy of Imaginificat).





was essential. He had to be someone who had 
never worked in this area before so that the 
newness of his style would have more of an 
impact. He was not to be a radical design-
er, the kind that provoked. Instead, he had to 
be someone who was internationally recog-
nized for the sobriety and refinement of his 
creations.” In the end, it was decided that 

Rodolfo Dordoni Architetti fit the bill, to be 
joined later by Antonio Citterio, Patricia Viel, 
and Piero Lissoni. Perotti immediately put 
Buttiglieri and Dordoni to the test by having 
them design his own yacht. “This is how he an-
nihilated the misgivings that had been spread-
ing throughout the company over this project: 
worries about the unconventional layout, the 

Painting by Capogrossi  (courtesy of Tornabuoni Gallery).



unusual materials, the metropolitan feel. All doubts about its mar-
ketability disappeared directly at the Genoa Boat Show in 2009 
when an Austrian yachtsman arrived and immediately signed the 
purchase for the yacht. He had been ensnared by the decidedly 
contemporary feel of the Dordoni Architetti project. I can still pic-
ture the row of journalists and ship owners who, by word of mouth, 
had come to look at the most admired novelty of the show.”

Upper deck (SD 112) with a painting 
by Riccardo Saltini.



The Sanlorenzo interior is 90 per cent Italian. “I rec-
ommend brands that I have a good feeling about,” 
explains Buttiglieri. “I like to accompany yacht own-
ers to the various Milan showrooms to show them 
their options.” Boffi is one of the indispensable 
trade names.

Designed by Piero Lissoni, Raw 
represents the ruggedness of hewn 
wood, translated in stone to create 

a nuanced play of light and shadow. 





It is essential that every Sanlorenzo be embellished with works 
of art since real luxury, the kind that is truly priceless, is knowl-
edge, wisdom, and of course, beauty. “It often happens that 
the owners themselves, generally collectors, bring works from 
their collections. However, those who already have a Picasso, 
Matisse, Dubuffet, etc, prefer to exhibit emerging young art-
ists on the boat, also for safety reasons. We advise them in col-
laboration with art galleries, above all Tornabuoni Arte.” Which 

Master bedroom with painting 
by Emilio Isgrò.



tastes are the most in vogue? “Abstract works 
are generally preferred, as well as black and 
white photographs, which coordinate well 
with our contemporary interiors.” These are 
yachts of sober elegance: “we want to offer 
our customers a tailor-made suit; a suit that 
does not ostentatiously display their wealth, 

but that reflects their taste for Made in Italy 
in the best possible way. Our yachts are not 
chosen because they are the fastest, nor to 
be shown off. They are characterized by an 
exceptional blending of the exteriors, which 
are in perfect harmony with the quality of the 
interiors.”

Owner’s cabin with two paintings by Chiari (courtesy of Tornabuoni Gallery).



This year Sanlorenzo will be present at Art 
Basel in Switzerland. “We will be inside the 
VIP lounge with a sophisticated installation 
curated by Piero Lissoni, Sanlorenzo’s new 
Art Director. We will demonstrate our exclu-
sive relationship with the great contempo-
rary artists.” Then in December, the brand 
will moor at Art Basel Miami Beach, where 

it has already presented “exhibitions on our 
yachts of Italian art collections from Fontana, 
Manzoni, Burri, Scheggi, and Castellani, to-
gether with contemporary furnishings by Giò 
Ponti, Albini and Sarfatti. In Venice during the 
Art Biennale we exhibited important works 
by Alighiero Boetti on one of our 36-meter 
yachts.”

Sanlorenzo SD 112, paintings by Turi Simeti.







How thin a watch is has always been an attribute that 
indicated quality workmanship and, by extension, un-
derlined the qualities of the owner of a product of this 
type. Essentially complications, these models regular-
ly hit the headlines and push the boundaries to stand 
out as watches of a different order.

A close look at the history of watchmaking suggests 
that thinness is part and parcel of the progress that 
has allowed the craft to reach such heights. The desire 
to slim down the mechanisms  is at least as strong as 
the desire to improve their precision and has required 
watchmakers to find technical solutions that allowed 
them to reduce the width by at times as little as a few 
tenths of a millimetre. In the end, achieving a reduc-
tion in width was essential in demonstrating the arti-
san watchmaker’s mastery of his art. And this love of a 
challenge finally led to the creation of the wrist watch. 

Nevertheless, it was not until the mid-fifties that we 
see the first wrist watches that were significantly thin. 
Among the specialists in ultra-thin watches, Piaget is 
notable for launching the calibre 9P in 1957, followed 
by the calibre 12P in 1960. This house chose in the fif-
ties to make ultra-thin watches their signature item 
and has today been joined by other brands that are 
equally committed to including this style as part of 
their luxury range.





This year, Piaget has decided to fight back by pre-
senting two watches that are marvellous examples 
of technical skill and thinness. The first item in the 
series called the Altiplano Ultimate Automatic hit 
the headlines at the Salon de Haute Horlogerie in 
Geneva because it regained the title of the thinnest 
automatic watch on the market. Powered by an au-
tomatic calibre 910P with a peripherally mounted ro-
tor, this 41mm diameter beauty is available in white 
gold or rose gold and is only 4.30 mm thick.





The Bvlgari Octo Finissimo last year estab-
lished a new record in this category of product 
with the Automatic version and remains well 
regarded, all the more so because this range 
of timepieces is notching up new records with 
two major ultra-thin complications: the min-
ute repeater and the tourbillon, now available 
in a magnificent skeleton version that is even 
thinner. These exceptional items are notable 
for the strength of the design of the case, 

which has more than 100 facets to catch the 
light and draws attention to this fine time-
piece as well as demonstrating the excellent 
taste of those who have chosen it. To note 
that Bvlgari recently announced the arrival 
for Baselworld of references with strong de-
sign features that should greatly increase the 
ability of this range to join the ranks of iconic 
watches on the market, as one with the most 
potential for the future.  





The house of Breguet, famous for knowing 
since the start how to make marvellous thin 
timepieces, also presents an interpretation 
of its famous Classique Tourbillon Extra-Plat 
Automatique in a “Grand Feu” enamel version. 
This version, known to specialists by the ref-
erence 5367, is a continuation of the model 
presented in 2013 with the reference 5377. As 
distinct from the previous model, the wonder-
ful new version does without a power reserve 
indicator but is adorned with a stunning di-
al in “grand feu” enamel. This elegant mate-
rial goes extremely well with the rose gold of 
the case and the extra-thin tourbillon, whose 
complex movement can be seen through the 
specially created opening.





Not destined for sale, the Piaget Altiplano Ultimate Concept could have gone un-
noticed. But at two millimetres thick overall and adorned with a 41mm diameter 
case in a cobalt-based alloy to resist distortion, this creation is absolutely excep-
tional. Balanced and delicate but without an air of fragility, this beauty unites the 
mechanism with the casing because the case functions as the movement plate. 
The result: this 238 piece marvel caused 5 patents to be filed, including one for 
the balance - the balance cock has been omitted - which runs at a frequency of 
4 hertz. One noteworthy feature is that, due to its extreme thinness and to main-
tain its sleek lines, the in-house engineers have provided a small tool to enable 
the watch to be wound easily. This terrific “world premiere” has not failed to pro-
voke a reaction from their competitors. 



Presented by the manufacture Audemars 
Piguet as a prototype watch, the Royal 
Oak RD#2 Perpetual Calendar Ultra-Thin 
has also joined in the game with the oth-
er ultra-thin watches. This item is today 
the thinnest of its kind in the world and 
demonstrates, to anyone who doubted its 
potential, that this trend is growing and is 
followed by the top brands involved in lux-
ury horlogerie. This platinum mechanism 
is presented in a 41mm diameter and is a 
true monument to the combination of engi-
neering and art to create a unique product 
of its kind of breath-taking thinness as the 
calibre is only 2.89 mm thick, thus guaran-
teeing that it is the thinnest automatic per-
petual calendar in the world….
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As Virginia Woolf once said “One cannot think well, love well, 
sleep well, if one has not dined well.” Part of the dining expe-
rience does not fully depend on the menu, but also includes 
ambiance, company, and table neighbours. For this reason, 
some luxury hotels have been enhancing the practice of pri-
vate dining. A trend among the elite, it allows a quieter and 
more enjoyable meal in the conviviality of a select few. 

DeluxePad brings you a panoramic view of some hotels that 
are changing the restaurant experience with private dining.

S E L EC T I ON





The Burj Al Arab is at the pinnacle of luxuri-
ous hotels in the United Arab Emirates. The 
Dubai resort hosts the Al Mahara award-win-
ning seafood restaurant, where the environ-
ment is a true spectacle for the senses, as the 
plush private dining rooms or intimate tables 
for couples are surrounded by majestic aquari-
ums. The interior design work by Kristina Zanic 
Design Consultants, is the result of hand-blown 

clear and Sinien blue Bohemian crystal, inset 
with bubbles. A glass coral formation is set 
up in first the private dining room, made up 
of four segments of red crystal trimmings. A 
treasure chest was the inspiration for light-
ing in the second private dining room; it is 4,5 
meters long and composed from crystal glass 
and hand cut champagne coloured trimmings, 
with amber and topaz bubbles and gold dust.

Burj Al Arab - 
Al Mahara restaurantDUBAI’S BURJ AL ARAB 



Burj Al Arab - 
Al Mahara restaurant S E L EC T I ON



Burj Al Arab - 
Al Mahara restaurant 
table for two
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Following the massive relaunch in February 2016, the revitalised Jiang-Nan 
Chun restaurant — located within the luxurious Four Seasons Hotel Singapore 
— has raised the standard of Chinese food in Singapore. The newly refurbished 
space is inspired by the Chinese region set at the South of the Yangtze River, 
with private rooms that are beautifully appointed for an intimate dinner. The 
specialty at Jiang-Nan Chun is the Signature Peking Duck, that is served ta-
ble-side by the Chef himself. The duck is roasted in a wood-fired oven for over 
fourteen hours. To add a touch of indulgence, Jiang-Nan Chun serves it with 
a generous serving of caviar on the side.

Four Seasons Hotel 
SingaporeSINGAPORE’S FOUR SEASONS



Private Dining Room 
Jiang-Nan Chun 
Four Seasons Hotel 
Singapore
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Signature Peking Duck
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For more than 150 years, The Langham in 
London has enchanted royalty, dignitaries, and 
celebrities. Today, The Langham group cov-
ers four continents, with projects located in 
cities and resorts around the world, including 
Auckland, Bahamas, Bangkok, Beijing, Boston, 
Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Jakarta, London, Los 
Angeles, Melbourne, Phuket, Pune, Samui, 
Shanghai, and Shenzhen. The five-star hotel 

in the British capital is renowned for its exqui-
site restaurants, and above all Roux at Landau 
offers legendary service and Gourmet French 
cuisine in utmost exclusivity. The menu is over-
seen by Michel Roux Jr and executed by head 
chef Nicolas Pasquier. Your private meal can 
be organised in one of the eleven private din-
ing rooms that accommodate six to two hun-
dred and thirty guests.

The Langham Hotel - Le Roux
LONDON’S THE LANGHAM



The Langham Hotel 
- Exterior
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Chef Michel Roux Jr..
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Some celebrities enjoy getting their hands 
dirty behind the stove. Justin Timberlake and 
his wife Jessica Biel often share on social 
media their gastronomic adventures, just as 
Mariah Carrey posted photos making home-
made pizza, and David Beckham shared im-
ages making beef stew. To allow celebrities 
to express their cuisine artistry, some hotels 
provide sumptuous private kitchens in their 
luxurious suites. These two hotels offer this 
opportunity in great style:

IN THE KITCHEN



The first Ritz-Carlton Reserve resort in Bermuda, 
Caroline Bay, offers global travellers unprecedent-
ed sumptuousness. Bermuda has long been a choice 
destination for royalty, and this hotel epitomises a 
new era in hospitality, with a mega-yacht marina, 
shops, restaurants, open space, trails, and the five-
star Ritz-Carlton Reserve resort, Caroline Bay be-
ing the ultimate island community. The residences 
feature indoor and outdoor equipped kitchens and 
spacious dining areas perfect for hosting. Every 
home is situated to take full advantage of the mes-
merising pink sand beaches and azure blue ocean 
views, while still offering a sense of privacy with 
retractable glass walls.

Caroline Bay Bermuda 
BERMUDA’S CAROLINE BAY



Caroline Bay Bermuda - 
Living & Dining Room
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Caroline Bay Bermuda - 
Residences in cove
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At the luxury Washington DC hotel, The 
Jefferson travellers booking the Thomas 
Jefferson Suite will enjoy its spacious, clas-
sically designed dining room seating up to 
ten people to host a dinner with friends 
during their stay. Located in the heart of 
the country’s capital, with stunning views 
of the National Mall, guests can further im-
press their guests by ordering a feast from 
the Michelin-starred team of on-proper-
ty restaurant Plume, joining forces with 
the executive chef and sommelier to cre-
ate a customised menu for a special, in-
suite occasion. As an alternative, guests 
are also welcomed to book an evening 
in The Jefferson’s Book Room, a cosy li-
brary space with leather-bound books on 
Thomas Jefferson’s favourite subjects.

Caption

WASHINGTON D.C.’S THE JEFFERSON

The Jefferson DC 
- Exterior 



The Jefferson DC - 
Book Room
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The Jefferson DC - 
Thomas Jefferson Suite and 
Washington Monument
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